
KWC SELECTION 
KITCHEN AND BATH



Aesthetics
The extraordinarily elegant design of KWC products raises the experience of simply 
handling water to a new level. These exclusively processed faucets create a refi ned 
atmosphere in any kitchen or bathroom. 

Functionality
Our many years of experience and the continuous ongoing development of our 
products give them a unique functionality. We also integrate new technologies to 
achieve hitherto undreamt of improvements in the way they work. 

Ecology
KWC is aware of its environmental responsibilities. We regard the concept of 
sustainability as a great challenge and incorporate it in everything we do. 
Thanks to innovative technical features, our products signifi cantly reduce the 
consumption of water and energy.  

KWC draws on its long company tradition to ensure 

that its Swiss quality products make a splash right 

around the world. Developed and manufactured 

in Unterkulm in Switzerland’s Aargau region, the 

products are exported to over 50 countries.

KWC is certifi ed in the following areas
ISO 9001:2000 Quality management systems
ISO 14001:2004 Environmental management systems
OHSAS 18001:1999 Occupational health and 
safety management systems

Pure excitement



KWC is a Swiss company that sets the benchmark worldwide. As a loyal 
partner, fair play is an important priority and a conscious responsibility. This is 
why KWC faucets are still designed and manufactured in Unterkulm, Aargau. 
The commitment to pro duction in Switzerland is a guarantee of the expertise 
and skill of the workforce, the constant refi nement of tried-and-tested 
technologies and a consistently high-quality product.

Numerous awards for its internationally leading designs demonstrate the high 
regard in which KWC is held across the world.

Swiss quality Prize-winning design



Just like the fascinating element of water, KWC too is always on the move.
Boldness in making changes and a willingness to innovate have characterized 
the company since its beginnings in 1874.

KWC faucets make the daily business of handling water a real experience. Every 
detail is perfect, every movement is right, every function is impressive.

Moving with the times Innovative technology
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Form and function
Outstanding quality always includes two aspects: the aesthetic form and the 
functional. It is only what appeals to us that can move us emotionally – and it is 
only what represents a reliable value that is capable of convincing us over the 
long term. At KWC, we look to nature when designing faucets so as to always 
create exceptional new lines: as durable and resilient as a piece of granite, as 
impressive and beautiful as a mountain landscape.

KWC ONO page 12
KWC LIVELLO page 22
KWC SUPRIMO page 26
KWC SYSTEMA page 30
KWC ONO bath page 66

FORM AND FUNCTION
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KWC ONO is a masterpiece of contemporary design: 

delicate in proportion, fi rst class in materials, perfect 

in workmanship. Its clear and simple lines give this 

faucet elegance, grace and strength – so you almost 

forget how practical, robust and easy to use it is. 

An artistic creation which adds a touch of subtle 

distinction to any kitchen. 

FORM AND FUNCTION
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Simple perfection
KWC ONO stands for sustainability and authenticity. The simplicity of the form 
becomes a symbol of essential beauty, presented with discreet elegance – and adds 
a touch of subtlety to any kitchen.

KWC ONO comes in chrome or pure stainless steel. The elegant design and fi ne 
workmanship on the edges and joints will delight you, day after day.

KWC ONO FORM AND FUNCTION



17KWC ONO

Perfectionism
Graceful yet incredibly robust: the operating lever 
on the KWC ONO is made of specially hardened 
surgical stainless steel, like that used in medical 
equipment. The material is resistant to fracturing 
and corrosion. The lever operates the cartridge 
directly, guaranteeing maximum precision.

Leadership style
The pull-down aerator on the side-operated 
lever faucet, with its stylishly curved design, 
is particularly smart. It fi ts seamlessly into the 
spout and pulls down up to 27 inches 
if required.

Customization
Aerated Neoperl® jet or nee dle spray? A simple 
touch of a button – and the water fl ows in the 
desired mode.

Character studies
Showing character means expressing 
individuality. KWC ONO is just one example of 
a faucet series that is made in various versions 
for different requirements. Whether it is a top-
operated version with a pull-out aerator, a 
pull-down aerator concealed in the elegantly 
shaped spout or a top-operated model with 
pull-out spray – a good faucet adapts to the 
demands of its users.

FORM AND FUNCTION
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An object of prestige 
Innovative technology in an ingenious presentation. The characteristic highfl ex™ 
spring hose, in refi ned black, brings together style, fl exibility and top 
perform ance. The high arched hose can be guided in any direction, but when at 
rest – with or without the spray holder – it always retains its shape.



21KWC ONO

Performance spectrum
Lightly actuating the lever on the spray automatically switches the integrated 
vacuum diverter over from spout operation to a needle spray. When the lever 
is pressed down fi rmly the pressurized stream comes into action. As soon as the 
adjustment lever is released, the water comes out of the swivel spout again.

FORM AND FUNCTION
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KWC LIVELLO is a high-quality kitchen faucet that 

meets the highest expectations. A transverse body 

and clear use of forms characterize this innovation, 

which adds a welcome touch to sophisticated 

residential buildings.

KWC LIVELLO

FORM AND FUNCTION
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Operation
Simple aesthetics, well-conceived to the smallest 
detail: KWC LIVELLO is available in chrome or 
stainless steel, each version using a different design 
of operating lever.

All-around fl exibility
With a swiveling range of 360º and an aerator that can be pulled out up 
to 23 inches, the radius of action is increased considerably so that, when 
working in the kitchen, you are not kept on a short leash.

Design
The horizontal pull-out aerator gives KWC LIVELLO its 
uniqueness and profi le. On installation, the lever can 
be positioned on the right, on the left, or in front.

FORM AND FUNCTION
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KWC SUPRIMO manifests its high quality at every 

glance and touch, and this can be summed up in two 

words: stainless steel. The pioneer in matters of 

material quality is also the obvious choice, with its 

clear forms across the entire line. The elegant, 

sparse, sleek design and unequivocally precise ease 

of use guarantee a sparkling appearance 

for KWC SUPRIMO in any modern kitchen.

KWC SUPRIMO

FORM AND FUNCTION



29KWC SUPRIMO

Everything you could 
ask for
Sophisticated: the alternative with pull-out spray and 
diverter for aerated Neoperl® jet and needle spray.
Variable: the model with an extended height for more 
space under the spout.

Freedom of movement
Practical: the pull-out aerator with an operating range 
of up to 27 inches in pure stainless steel.

Play of light
KWC SUPRIMO is also available as an elegant 
two-hole solution with LUMINAQUA®. While 
the minimalist shape and concealed pull-down 
aerator of this stainless steel faucet make it really 
easy to operate and clean, the LED lighting, 
incorp orated in a transparent plastic ring, 
envelops the fl owing water in a bright glow.

FORM AND FUNCTION



Brian to remove sink 
holes from image.
Brian to remove sink 
holes from image.
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KWC SYSTEMA is the high-performance 

professional solution for private households and at

the same time a design object of timeless elegance. 

Creative cooking needs space – and that is what 

this extensive series of practical faucets can offer. 

The robustness of the unit contributes to perfect 

functionality that makes it an utterly reliable helper 

in the kitchen, for a lifetime. 

KWC SYSTEMA

FORM AND FUNCTION
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Creativity and emotion
Evoking emotions is part of the high art of good product design. In addition to 
perfect functionality, it is therefore always important to create moods, to stimulate 
all the senses and to open the heart to aesthetics. By adopting a creative, innovative 
approach to shapes, colors, materials and technologies, KWC time and again 
produces faucets with a ‘soul’ that can touch and enthrall, by appealing to the 
emotions as well as the rational mind.

KWC SIN page 34
KWC EVE page 42

CREATIVITY AND EMOTION
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There are few places that provide as rich a sensorial 

experience as the kitchen, with its tantalizing 

aromas, incredible fl avors and tempting ingredients 

for the very latest creations in cuisine. KWC SIN 

enriches the culinary world. This series, available in 

four different versions, makes an impressive impact 

with its stylish design and functional versatility. In 

short, KWC SIN stimu lates your senses just as much 

as it appeals to your good sense.

CREATIVITY AND EMOTION
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KWC SIN highfl ex™ is a world’s fi rst, uniting two innovative functions: two spray 
modes (fi ltered stream/Neoperl® spray) – with the fl exible, patented highfl ex™ 
spring hose in silver gray – and a swivel spout.

•  Spray with highfl ex™ spring hose: when you lift the spray out of its holder, 
the highfl ex™ spring hose offers plenty of fl exible room for movement in all 
directions.

•  Swivel spout: when the spray is placed in its holder, the result is a stable 
swivel spout with a swiveling range of 360°.

KWC SIN CREATIVITY AND EMOTION
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Unlimited fl exibility
High fl exibility and stability combined. The 
highfl ex™ spring hose is specially designed so 
that it returns automatically to its original 
position. It there fore constantly maintains 
its elegantly curved profi le. When the spring 
hose is placed in the hand spray holder 
the result is a stable swivel spout that can be 
rotated around 360°.

Design
Harmonious design and a sculptural aesthetic 
are combined with maximum fl exibility and a 
variety of functions that leave nothing to be 
desired. This enables the range to satisfy the very 
highest standards in terms of materials and the 
quality of the fi nish.

Water as you like it
Besides the sophisticated highfl ex™ spring hose, 
the spray on the KWC SIN highfl ex™ also has 
what it takes to impress: the spray can be rotated 
360° and can be switched between a powerful 
Neoperl® spray and a gentler fi ltered stream using 
the diverter button.

CREATIVITY AND EMOTION
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Pull-down aerator
True quality often only reveals itself at second 
glance. And that is certainly true of KWC SIN 
with its pull-down aerator integrated almost 
invisibly into the hose guide. The slender, curved 
spout can be swiveled 360°, creating real, 
all-around fl exibility. 

Pull-down spray
Elegance with added value. With this version of 
KWC SIN, the spray integrated into the 360° 
swiveling hose guide can be pulled down and 
extended by up to 19 inches, thus giving you 
the room you need to be creative in the kitchen. 
The pull-down spray itself can be rotated 
around its own axis   – all the freedom you could 
possibly ask for.

Swivel spout
Elegant yet practical. With its highly curved 
swivel spout, KWC SIN offers maximum 
clearance for all types of cookware – even 
large pots and pans. 

CREATIVITY AND EMOTION
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KWC EVE is a shining example of KWC’s creativity and 

innovation. The unique combination of high-quality 

metal and a stream of water subtly illuminated by 

LEDs creates a sculpture of light that beguiles with 

its slim, curved and feminine outline, transforming it 

into an object of desire. This is complemented by truly 

sophisticated functionality that makes KWC EVE an 

absolute highlight without compromise.

CREATIVITY AND EMOTION
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White magic or black beauty
Contrasting colors are united by a common style. Whether it is the silky smooth, 
glacier white matte surface, reminiscent of Corian©, or the black chrome-plated 
KWC EVE which sets the visual tone, the distinctive, elegant shape and advanced 
technology of this faucet will never fail to delight the most discerning user. 

KWC EVE

A shining example of diverse 
functionality
LUMINAQUA® allows light and water to interact. At fi rst glance, the light ring is 
integrated invisibly into the aerator, which can be pulled down up to 23 inches. The 
LEDs use a minimal amount of power and have a service life that extends for years. 
Practical and economical: the light switches off automatically after 45 minutes.

CREATIVITY AND EMOTION
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PEACE AND HARMONY

Peace and harmony 
Feeling safe and secure. The desire for harmony is a human longing that fi nds 
particular expression at home, within one’s own four walls – and rightly so. This is 
where we like to be, and this is where we like to be able to rely on things. KWC 
takes the desire for reliability very seriously – with faucets that stand out thanks to 
their precision, long lifespan, diversity of functions and timeless design. With all 
these aspects, the focus is on one thing: outstanding Swiss quality.

KWC AVA page 48
KWC EDGE page 52
KWC DOMO page 54
KWC DIVO-ARCO page 56
KWC LUNA page 58
KWC AVA bath page 72
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PEACE AND HARMONY

KWC AVA turns the daily interaction with water into 

an experience  of sparkling pleasure. The combination 

of cylinder and cube forms a single harmonious unit 

that makes many things possible – and all things a 

little easier. Simply beautiful. Simply water.
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Far-reaching
The pull-out spout fi ts comfortably in your hand and gives you complete freedom 
of movement at all times. Being able to pull it out up to 27 inches can be crucially 
important in the kitchen. 

KWC AVA

Aesthetic appeal 
across the 
whole range
Whether it is a version with a pull-out spray or 
pull-out aerator, a model operated from the top 
or the side, or an elegant soap dispenser that 
matches the series – KWC AVA presents winning 
solutions across the entire line.
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PEACE AND HARMONY

KWC EDGE is a godsend in the 

modern kitchen. Slim and as shiny as 

a mirror: the playful line and brilliant 

design set a stylish note and 

transform the faucet into an 

eye-catching feature that is simply 

and thrillingly fun. Incidentally: 

KWC EDGE is the perfect solution, 

even for smaller budgets. All without 

having to take shortcuts in matters 

of operating convenience and quality 

of workmanship.

KWC EDGE
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KWC DOMO
KWC DOMO is a real classic and 

has become virtually synonymous 

with kitchen faucets over the 

years. Since it was fi rst launched in 

1982, this successful model 

has been subtly redesigned 

a number of times, and so it 

has always remained contemporary.
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KWC DIVO-ARCO
With its confi dent and stylish 

presence, KWC DIVO-ARCO is the 

 obvious choice. Its straightforward, 

elegant visual impact  and discreet, 

carefully crafted details, such as the 

uniquely defi ned loop lever, set 

standards in design and style which 

reach far beyond the here and now. 

With its acknowledgement of 

puristic understatement, even after 

many years, KWC DIVO-ARCO will 

convey an impression of modernity.
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KWC LUNA is a faucet full of 

beauty and character. On the one 

hand, there is the harmonious, 

slimline design, and on the other, 

an impressive array of functions – 

not to mention the knowledge 

that this premium product is setting 

new standards in an attractive 

price range. 

KWC LUNA
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KWC soap dispensers are in tune with the trend 

towards uncluttered, functional kitchens. They 

match the various different lines in design 

and character and, with their discrete elegance, 

create an atmosphere of order and clarity.

KWC soap dispensers

ACCESSORIES
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Maximum functionality
The large soap container (concealed beneath the sink) holds over 10 fl uid ounces, 
and has an ingenious system that allows it to be fi lled from the top. KWC soap 
dispensers – a little bit of luxury that has become an essential. 

KWC soap dispensers ACCESSORIES
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The bathroom is a place of rest and relaxation. It 

is where elegance meets indulgence, where 

aesthetics meet sensuousness, where quality meets 

passion. KWC makes personal care a wellness 

experience. Individualistic lines captivate with their 

perfection, optimal functionality and timeless 

design. KWC gives the bathroom a personal touch, 

the magic of an oasis of well-being.

KWC bath

BATH
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FORM AND FUNCTION

KWC ONO is a masterpiece of minimalism. Delicate 

design and high-quality  materials and craftsmanship 

are refl ected in every detail of this line of faucets, to 

give a touch of prestige to the modern bathroom. 

One particularly stylish feature of the faucet is the 

slim operating lever made of hardened  stainless steel 

which allows uniquely precise control while giving 

KWC ONO its unmistakable character.
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FORM AND FUNCTIONKWC ONO

Straight lines
The style of the KWC ONO is  defi ned by its clear, 
simple lines. The uncompromising geometry gives 
this faucet a strength that goes far beyond the 
bounds of the everyday. 

Graceful form, strong character
Fine materials, simple style and the latest technology are the defi ning features of a 
faucet which will give your bathroom a touch of class and prestige.

Strength and style
Slim but very stable: the opera ting lever on 
the KWC ONO (middle) is made of specially 
hardened surgical stainless steel and is resistant 
to corrosion. It acts directly on the cartridge, 
guaranteeing maximum  precision. 

The ultimate in form and  function: the acclaimed 
Neoperl® Caché® aerator is incorporated inside 
the spout (right) so that it blends into a  
har monious whole.
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FORM AND FUNCTIONKWC ONO

Timeless beauty 
KWC ONO is an image of simple elegance. 
The minimalist design gives your bathroom 
a fanciful, light touch, making every moment 
spent there an unforgettable  experience. 

Standing ovations
KWC ONO offers an extra special source of 
inspiration with this new model (opposite) for 
freestanding bathtubs. It leaves even more 
scope for your imagination – and will cut a 
fi ne fi gure in any bathroom.
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With KWC AVA, the extraordinary becomes a matter of 

course. The slim  proportions and cubic style are the 

defi ning characteristics of this series which create such 

a confi dent, striking impression. It forms a link between 

traditional products and modern design, while fully 

accommodating the desire for individuality. A line of 

faucets that delights a wide audience. 
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Your bathroom – your space  
KWC AVA offers inspiration for people who take pleasure in fi lling their own 
space with their own dreams. The bathroom becomes an expression of a way of 
living which seeks peace and harmony – and fi nds both through natural contact 
with water.

Full lever action
The eye-catching feature of this faucet is its fl at lever, which is based on 
an innovative lever principle with an invisible lifting mechanism. It moves and lifts 
simultaneously on opening – thus providing a completely new feel to its operation.
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Saving systematically
The KWC AVA lavatory faucet meets the highest 
standards in terms of aesthetics, ecology, hygiene 
and washing comfort. Around 1.5 gallons per 
minute (at 60 psi) fl ow from the integrated 
Neoperl® Caché® aerator, meaning that between 
30% and 40% less water is used than with 
standard lavatory faucets. 

The environmentally aware use of energy and water is an important concern to 
us. KWC AVA is exemplary in showing how sustained thinking infl uences product 
development – and how much pleasure can be spread by thinking about ecology 
and the environment. Thanks to COOLFIX, it is cold water rather than lukewarm 
water which fl ows when the lever is in the central position, thereby substantially 
reducing the consumption of hot water. 



www.kwc.us.com

Visit www.kwc.us.com for comprehensive information on planning 
and installation as well as operating instructions, or contact our 
Customer Support Center at 888 592 3287.

Technical information

The applications of kitchen and bath faucets depicted in this brochure are for illustrative purposes only. 
Technology and design may change as a result of continuous product development. The suitability of the 
faucets must be checked for each installation. 
For planning and technical implementation, the specifi cations in conjunction with the installation and 
service instructions of KWC will prevail exclusively. Appropriate information can be requested from KWC 
or obtained via www.kwc.us.com.

Subject to technical, range and model changes.



Available at :

Premium Bathroom Fittings & Spas

541a balestier road Singapore 329863
532 balestier road Singapore 329859
tel  : 6352 2202 /  6355 0055 fax : 6352 2272
enquiry@bathworld.net

www. bathworld.net


